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Abstract

Recent pretrained vision-language models
have achieved impressive performance on
cross-modal retrieval tasks in English. Their
success, however, heavily depends on the
availability of many annotated image-caption
datasets for pretraining, where the texts are not
necessarily in English. Although we can uti-
lize machine translation (MT) tools to trans-
late non-English text to English, the perfor-
mance still largely relies on MT’s quality and
may suffer from high latency problems in real-
world applications. This paper proposes a new
approach to learn cross-lingual cross-modal
representations for matching images and their
relevant captions in multiple languages. We
seamlessly combine cross-lingual pretraining
objectives and cross-modal pretraining objec-
tives in a unified framework to learn image and
text in a joint embedding space from available
English image-caption data, monolingual and
parallel corpus. We show that our approach
achieves SOTA performance in retrieval tasks
on two multimodal multilingual image caption
benchmarks: Multi30k with German captions
and MSCOCO with Japanese captions.

1 Introduction

Recent pretrained vision-language models (Chen
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Su et al., 2020; Gan
et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2020) based on Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) have achieved re-
markable performance on cross-modal retrieval (Li
et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020, 2021b), image cap-
tioning (Chen et al., 2020) and visual question and
answering (VQA) (Su et al., 2020) tasks in English.
For instance, most leading competitors in the VQA
contest1 rely on the transformer-based pretrained
vision-language models.

However, their success heavily depends on the
availability of a large amount of annotated image-
caption pretraining datasets (e.g., conceptual cap-

1https://visualqa.org/roe.html

tions (Sharma et al., 2018)). In reality, there are
limited such data in other languages. When gen-
eralizing to cross-lingual cross-modal downstream
tasks, a straightforward way is to utilize machine
translation (MT) tools to translate non-English text
to English and reuse the fine-tuned models in En-
glish. Nevertheless, the performance strongly relies
on the MT tool’s capability and suffers from high
latency problems in real-world applications.

To learn multilingual multimodal representa-
tions, recent researchers utilized multilingual
datasets to model images and text captions in a joint
embedding space. Based on how the shared feature
space is learned, there are two categories: word-
level alignments (Mohammadshahi et al., 2019)
and sentence-level alignments (Wehrmann et al.,
2019; Rajendran et al., 2016). Those models can
capture a certain level of semantic similarity among
languages and images. They, however, only mod-
eled the relevance of text and images in a global
manner. Such a limitation may prevent these mod-
els from effectively detecting relevance locally.

In parallel, cross-lingual language models such
as multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
XLM (Conneau and Lample, 2019), and pretrained
vision-language models (Chen et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020; Su et al., 2020) have been prevalent in bridg-
ing different languages and modalities. Those mod-
els use the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) ar-
chitecture simultaneously pretrained from multiple
languages or image-caption pairs to construct an
encoder, and then fine-tune the encoder on down-
stream applications with task-specific objectives.
The whole process enables sufficient interaction
across languages and other modalities via cross-
attention. However, current cross-lingual mod-
els and cross-modal models are trained separately
on multilingual corpus and English-caption data.
Hence the resulting pretrained models are not di-
rectly applicable to downstream cross-modal tasks
involving non-English languages.

https://visualqa.org/roe.html
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed pretraining model.
Our input data consists of three sources: English cap-
tions and corresponding visual bounding box features,
parallel sentences involving English and other lan-
guages, and monolingual text corpus. Each data source
is associated with one or more pretraining tasks as indi-
cated by the same color. The acronyms for pretraining
tasks are summarized in Table 1.

MLM Masked language modeling task
TLM Translation language modeling task
MRC Masked region classification task
CLTR Cross-lingual text recovery task
CMTR Cross-modal text recovery task in this paper

Table 1: Frequently used acronyms in this paper.

This paper proposes a cross-lingual cross-modal
pretraining framework to learn a language invari-
ant representation across image and text modalities.
We hypothesize that introducing pretraining tasks
involving different languages and modalities and
modeling the interaction among them leads to a
more powerful joint representation and general-
izes well to downstream tasks. Extending previous
vision-language pretraining works (e.g., Su et al.
(2020)) that learn parameters solely based on the
English-image caption data, we introduce monolin-
gual and parallel corpus involving other languages
to refine the shared latent space further.

In Figure 1, we provide a skeleton of our pre-
training framework, which is built on top of vision-
language BERT models (Su et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020) with more pretraining tasks and data sources.
In particular, we use masked language modeling
(MLM) (Devlin et al., 2019) on monolingual text
corpus, and translation language modeling (TLM)
adopted from XLM (Conneau and Lample, 2019)
on parallel text corpus. We follow the standard
vision-language pretraining models for the English-
image data and use MLM on text captions and
masked region classification (MRC) on image re-

gions. Besides, motivated by the success of the
cross-lingual text recovery (CLTR) task in Uni-
coder (Huang et al., 2019), we propose a cross-
modal text recovery (CMTR) task. Like CLTR,
CMTR leverages the attention matrix between
image-caption pairs to learn the alignment among
words and regions of interest in images.

We performed text-to-image and image-to-text
retrieval tasks on two multimodal multilingual
image caption benchmarks: Multi30k (German
and English) captions and MSCOCO (English and
Japanese). We achieve SOTA results on retrieval
tasks involving Japanese and German languages,
compared with a machine translation baseline and
other recently published works.

2 Related Work

2.1 Vision-language Pretrained Model

Recently, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) based vision-
language pretraining models (Chen et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2020; Su et al., 2020; Gan et al., 2020;
Luo et al., 2020) emerge. In those models, the pre-
training typically consists of three types of tasks: 1)
masked language modeling, 2) masked region mod-
eling, and 3) text-image matching. By exploiting
the cross-modal attention and being pretrained on
large-scale datasets, cross-modal BERT methods
have achieved state-of-the-art performance in many
text-vision understanding tasks. Nevertheless, all
the above models deal with a single language En-
glish and image or video domain.

2.2 Cross-lingual Pretrained Model

Cross-lingual pretrained language models (Devlin
et al., 2019; Conneau and Lample, 2019) are capa-
ble of simultaneously encoding texts from multiple
languages. Most notably, multilingual BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) takes the same model structure
and training objective as BERT but was pretrained
on more than 100 languages on Wikipedia. XLM
model (Conneau and Lample, 2019) is pretrained
with MLM and TLM to take advantage of parallel
sentence resources if available. Evaluations on a
series of cross-lingual transfer tasks (Fei and Li,
2020; Yu et al., 2021a) have shown that these cross-
lingual LMs have significant utilities for transfer-
ring knowledge between languages. Therefore, we
propose integrating cross-lingual pretraining tasks
with vision-language pretraining to obtain a univer-
sal multilingual multimodal representation.
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3 Methodology

Our framework adopts the network structure of
VL-BERT (Su et al., 2020). VL-BERT is a single-
stream cross-modal model that concatenates word
features from the text and bounding box features
from the image and feeds the concatenated se-
quence into a series of transformer blocks.

3.1 Pretraining tasks

Both vision-grounded masked language model
(MLM) and text-grounded masked region classi-
fication (MRC) task on image-caption data are
used in our model by default, as they have shown
strong performance in VL-BERT (Su et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2020). Since we introduce auxiliary multi-
lingual text corpus, we also use MLM on the texts
in other languages by default. Motivated by Uni-
coder (Huang et al., 2019) showing that pretrained
models can be further improved by involving more
tasks, we introduce two additional cross-lingual
pretraining tasks and one cross-modal task for im-
proving the performance.

Cross-model Text Recovery. This task (CMTR)
is motivated by the multilingual pretraining model
Unicoder (Huang et al., 2019). As shown in Fig-
ure 2, CMTR is based on the image-caption pairs
as input, but it does not use the original caption
words. Instead, it computes an alignment be-
tween word features and bounding box features
extracted by tools (e.g., Faster-RCNN (Anderson
et al., 2018)), and uses attended features to simul-
taneously recover all input words. In particular,
let (B,E) be an image-caption input pair, where
B = (b1,b2, · · · ,bn) are bounding box feature
embeddings and E = (e1, e2, · · · , em) are word
embeddings. CMTR first calculates an attended
representation for the caption words with bounding
box features as êi =

∑n
j=1 ãijbj , where ãij =

softmax(Ai,:)[j], bj ∈ Rh, ei ∈ Rh, and h de-
notes the embedding dimension. A ∈ Rm×n is the
attention matrix calculated by bi-linear attention as
Aij = eTi Wbj , where W is a trainable parameter.
Finally we take Ê = tanh((ê1, ê2, · · · , êm)) as
input and predict the original caption words. The
objective function is:

l(X; e, d) = Ex∼X [∆(x, d(e(x)))] (1)

where ∆(., .) is the sum of token-level cross-
entropy loss and e(.) is the encoder component
including the input layer, the attention layer and
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Figure 2: Cross-modal text recovery. CMTR directly
learns the underlying alignments between words and
regions of interest in images and generates an attended
input to stacked transformer layers to recover all input
words. Note that the attention matrix is transposed.

transformer layers. d(.) is the decoder applied on
the output of transformers, which is a shared linear
projection layer with other MLM tasks and CLTR
task introduced below.

Cross-lingual Text Recovery. This task (CLTR)
is adopted from Unicoder (Huang et al., 2019),
which takes a pair of parallel sentences (X,Y )
and lets the pretrained model learn the underlying
word alignments between two languages. Similar
to CMTR, we also use the bi-linear attention mech-
anism to compute an attended representation X̂ for
input sentence X in the source language with its
parallel sentence Y , and then try to recover X using
the attended input X̂ . In CLTR task, we optimize
the same objective function in Eq. (1). Note that
CLTR and CMTR do not share attention parame-
ters since there is still a large modal gap between
text and image before applying cross-attention.

Translation Language Model. This task (TLM)
is adopted from XLM (Conneau and Lample,
2019), which takes a pair of parallel sentences with
randomly masked tokens in different languages as
input. The model is trained to predict the masked
tokens by attending to local contexts and distant
contexts in another language. Interested readers
please refer to Conneau and Lample (2019) for
more details about its objective function.

3.2 Fine-tuning for Cross-modal Retrieval

For fine-tuning, we minimize the triplet ranking
loss to fine-tune the retrieval model. To boost the
performance, we use the hard negative mining strat-
egy in SCAN (Lee et al., 2018). For each text query,
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there is only one positive image sample and the
rest are negative. Denoting a mini-batch of training
samples by {(qi, Ii)}Ki=1, where a query qi is only
relevant with the image Ii, we only penalize the
hardest negative image in the mini-batch by

L(qi) = max
j 6=i

[R(qi, Ij)−R(qi, Ii) + m]+,

where m is the margin set to 0.2 by default, and
[x]+ = max(0, x) is a clip function. R(q, I) is the
function to evaluate the similarity between query q
and image I parameterized by u and b:

R(q, I) = u>BERTCLS(q, I) + b.

On the other hand, for each image, we only penal-
ize the hardest negative query in the mini-batch:

L(Ii) = max
j 6=i

[R(qj , Ii)−R(qi, Ii) + m]+.

Considering the whole mini-batch of images and
texts, the final loss function is computed by L =
1
K

∑K
i=1 [L(qi) + L(Ii)].

4 Experiment

For pretraining, we utilize two public English
image-caption datasets: SBU Captions (Ordonez
et al., 2011) and Conceptual Captions (Sharma
et al., 2018). Due to broken URLs, we only col-
lected around 3.7M text-image pairs in total. For
monolingual (en, de, ja) text and parallel corpus
(en-de), we randomly sample 20M sentences from
Wikipedia text2 and 9M parallel sentences from
MultiUN corpus3. We also collected 2.8M en-ja
parallel sentences from Pryzant et al. (2018).

For fine-tuning, we use two multilingual mul-
timodal benchmarks for retrieval, MSCOCO (en,
ja) (Lin et al., 2014) and Multi30k (en, de) (Elliott
et al., 2016). MSCOCO contains 123, 287 images,
and each image contains five captions. Follow-
ing the settings in Faghri et al. (2018), we split
the English data into 113, 287 training samples,
5, 000 validation samples, and 5, 000 testing sam-
ples. Miyazaki and Shimizu (2016) generated the
Japanese captions for a subset of 33, 745 images.
Similarly, we split 23, 745 samples for training,
5, 000 for validation as 5, 000 for testing. Multi30K
contains 31, 783 images, with each having five cap-
tions as well. Following Karpathy and Li (2015),
we split the dataset into 29, 783 training samples,

2http://dumps.wikimedia.org/
3https://bit.ly/2OvI2ZD

1, 000 validation samples and 1, 000 testing sam-
ples. We use R@K (K = 1,5,10) as evaluation
metrics. R@K is the percentage of ground-truth
matchings appearing in the top K-ranked results.

4.1 Experiment Setting

We use the multilingual BERT uncased version (De-
vlin et al., 2019) to initialize our model, which
has 12 layers of Transformer blocks. Each block
has 768 hidden units, 12 self-attention heads, and
the vocabulary size is 105, 879. The maximum
sequence length is set to 64. Following Li et al.
(2020), we detect 100 bounding boxes per image
using Faster-RCNN (Anderson et al., 2018) pre-
trained on Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017).

Our pretraining is conducted on 16 NVIDIA
V100 GPUs (16GB memory), and fine-tuning is
conducted on 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. We use
FP16 to speed up training and reduce memory us-
age. We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) and set the batch size per GPU to 16. The
initial learning rate is 1e-5. We pretrain the model
for 50 epochs and fine-tune the retrieval model
based on the average of R@{1,5,10} on the valida-
tion set. We repeat our experiments five times and
report the average metrics on the test set.

4.2 Baselines

We compare our models with several recent com-
petitive methods. VL-BERT (Su et al., 2020) and
Unicoder-VL (Li et al., 2020) are two well-known
vision-language BERT based models. For VL-
BERT, We reproduce the English results by fine-
tuning their official pretrained model4 and gener-
ate non-English results from their released code
following the same configuration as ours. For
Unicoder-VL, we adopt their reported English re-
sults in the paper. Besides pretraining based mod-
els, we also compare several methods, including
cross-attention based model SCAN (Lee et al.,
2018), multilingual word embedding alignment-
based model AME (Mohammadshahi et al., 2019)
and multilingual sentence alignment-based model
LIME (Wehrmann et al., 2019). We directly use
SCAN, AME, and LIME’s reported performance
from their papers. Finally, we compare with a ma-
chine translation baseline: “Translate-test”, which
translates the test data in Japanese or German to
English using Google Translate, and then evaluates
on fine-tuned VL-BERT retrieval model in English.

4https://bit.ly/3cZTzJW

http://dumps.wikimedia.org/
https://bit.ly/2OvI2ZD
https://bit.ly/3cZTzJW
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Method
MSCOCO (en) Multi30K (en)

img2txt Recall@ txt2img Recall@ img2txt Recall@ txt2img Recall@

1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10
SCAN 72.7 94.8 98.4 58.8 88.4 94.8 67.4 90.3 95.8 48.6 77.7 85.2
Unicoder-VL 84.3 97.3 99.3 69.7 93.5 97.2 86.2 96.3 99.0 71.5 90.9 94.9
VL-BERT 76.4 96.8 99.2 64.1 90.9 96.3 79.8 94.9 96.8 61.8 86.4 92.1
Ours 80.5 97.1 99.5 65.1 91.7 96.5 80.6 94.9 97.9 63.3 87.6 92.4

Table 2: Cross-modal retrieval results (in percentage %) for English. Best results are marked in bold.

Method
MSCOCO (ja) Multi30K (de)

img2txt Recall@ txt2img Recall@ img2txt Recall@ txt2img Recall@

1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10
SCAN 56.5 85.7 93.0 42.5 73.6 83.4 51.8 82.0 91.0 35.7 60.9 71.0
AME 55.5 87.9 95.2 44.9 80.7 89.3 40.5 74.3 83.4 31.0 60.5 70.6
LIWE 56.9 86.1 94.1 45.1 78.0 88.2 59.9 87.5 93.7 42.3 71.1 79.8
Translate-test 66.2 88.8 94.8 52.1 82.5 90.6 69.8 90.2 94.8 51.2 77.9 86.6
VL-BERT 60.3 85.9 94.5 48.4 81.7 90.5 65.7 88.0 94.0 47.4 77.0 85.4
Ours 67.4 90.6 96.2 54.4 84.4 92.2 71.1 91.2 95.7 53.7 80.5 87.6

Table 3: Cross-modal retrieval results for Japanese (MSCOCO) and German (Multi30K). Best results with statisti-
cal significance are marked in bold (one-sample t-test with p < 0.05).

4.3 Experimental Results

Table 2 presents the results for English tasks. Com-
pared with Unicoder-VL (Li et al., 2020), our
model performs slightly worse but obtains bet-
ter results than VL-BERT. A possible reason is
that Unicoder-VL is initialized with English BERT,
which is specifically optimized for English.

The benefit of our model is demonstrated in Ta-
ble 3 for cross-modal retrieval tasks involving non-
English languages. We first observe that the ma-
chine translation baseline “Translate-test” achieves
better results than VL-BERT pretrained with MLM
objective only on multilingual corpus and fine-
tuned in the target language, proving the impor-
tance of aligning different languages.

Moreover, the average recall of the “Translate-
test” is around 1-2% lower than our method. Such
results indicate that pretraining with additional
cross-lingual objectives is more effective than trans-
lating the target language into English for these
two benchmarks. Though combining more power-
ful machine translation tools and better fine-tuned
English retrieval models may lead to slightly better
performance, our method learns a universal rep-
resentation without dependency on external ma-
chine translation tools for particular language pairs,
which is more suitable for real-world applications.
Finally, compared with VL-BERT (Su et al., 2020)
that is only pretrained with MLM task on multilin-
gual corpus, our additional cross-lingual pretrain-
ing tasks bring performance improvement.

MO (en) MO (ja) MK (en) MK (de)
Full Model 72.8 60.9 72.0 62.4
w/o TLM 72.6 58.9 71.9 60.9
w/o CLTR 72.8 59.3 71.9 61.1
w/o CMTR 71.2 60.2 71.1 61.5

Table 4: Ablation study on the average of R@1. Best
results with statistical significance are marked in bold.
MO: MSCOCO, MK: Multi30K.

4.4 Ablation Study

To understand the effect of different components,
we conduct an ablation study on the test set and
report the average Recall@1 in Table 4. Although
cross-lingual pretraining tasks (TLM and CLTR) do
not help English-related retrieval tasks much, they
contribute more than 1% improvement for Japanese
and German. The result is under our expectation
since those tasks effectively link non-English lan-
guages with the vision domain using English as the
bridge. Among all the components, CMTR con-
sistently contributes around 1 point improvement.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce multilingual corpus and
three pretraining objectives to improve transformer
based vision-language models for retrieval tasks.
Extensive experiments demonstrate the effective-
ness of our contributions on cross-modal retrieval
tasks. Detailed ablation studies justify our mod-
eling choices. Our future work is to explore the
zero-shot transferring capability of our framework.
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